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Editor Note

The Arts and Social Sciences Journal is an international peer reviewed open access journal that publishes articles related to the latest developments in the field culture, literature, and arts and other areas of social sciences. The current Volume 7 Issue 1 published 12 research articles, 3 editorial articles, 2 commentary articles, 1 review article, 1 perspective article, 1 case report and 1 short communication.

Iqbal [1-4] raise broader questions about Chinese cultural identity and the role and expectations of the overseas Chinese-a people who have left their mark in almost every corner of the world, focused on the history of the Muslim Sulu community without entering Mindanao directly, restore the memory of the current Malaysia communities towards the leader of freedom fighters who defend the sanctity of Islam, the Malays and the dignity of the occupied homeland and focused on the impact of human capital on the level and distribution of household income and individuals in Malaysia. Hauer [5] tell the story of the philosophy of an image, a story of the relationship between a technical image and its exterior, figuration of the struggle between the analogue nature of the human body and the digital nature of the computer code, grasped through philosophical interpretation of technical images. Selvaraj [6] analyzed customer perception that is an important component of bank's relationship with its customers. Azalia et al. [7] found that community leaders' adoption of low-carbon lifestyle were strongly bound by their perception of attributes of the new lifestyle, however their inner innovativeness contribute significant moderating effects that either enhance or curtail their adoption. Sankar [8] focused the demonstration experience with Hemingway's health problems, influence on his life and writing. Satish [9] focus on India's relations with the neighbors who haves the natural impact on its strategy or foreign policy. Shilpa and Sunita [10] revealed that through effectiveness of cadastral system on mining title administration in Nigeria. Nwoye CF, Iyiola O (2016) An assessment of the carrying capacity of lagos metropolitan roads: a case study of mile2-Apapa and Lekki-Epe corridors. Arts Social Sci J 7:162.
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